Jeff Khan
ABCs Of Attraction Certified Coach
Living in New England for most of his life, Jeff Khan was usually the only Asian kid in his classes. He
realized the world wasn’t going to treat him the same as his white friends when he faced racism all
throughout his childhood. Talking to girls wasn’t an issue until he hit puberty and was crippled with
fear whenever he wanted to talk to a girl he found attractive. Too afraid to ask a girl out and face the
humiliation of rejection, he knew at an early age he needed to seek advice.
After watching the American Pie movie series and wishing he could be like the main characters, at age
of 14, he first read “Double Your Dating” by David DeAngelo. He tried implementing what he learned
from David DeAngelo in high school but didn’t get any positive results from it. At the age of 16, he
read the “The Game” by Neil Strauss and “The Mystery Method” by Erik Von Markovik where he first
learned about the pickup community. For rest of his high school experience, Jeff tried implementing the
tactics outlined by Neil and Mystery but he unfortunately learned the hard way that you can’t apply
club game to high school.
Undeterred, he decided to take a new natural route of learning game when he attended college, where
he went out with his naturally skilled friends every weekend to pickup women. For four years, he went
out every weekend to practice with his natural friends while also applying different pickup tactics he
learn online, JT Tran being a huge inspiration. Due to the amount of infield experiences and knowledge
he gained, he was able to have short and long term relationships with multiple women.
At the age of 22, he had his first threesome with two white sorority presidents. His dream of having the
experiences similar to the characters in American Pie finally became a reality. He reached a level where
he surpassed his natural friends and had great ambitions of becoming a great dating coach.
After college, Jeff ‘s skill level with game kept getting better steadily even though he was working
retail management job he absolutely hated. Around this time, he got involved in a consensual
polyamorous relationship with a very special lady and got at least one threesome with new women
every month since he came up with a reliable method to get consistent MFF threesomes. To this day,
Jeff is considered one of the rare polyamorous relationship and threesome experts in the world.
After saving a year of money from his job, he decided to risk it all and move to California, in order to
pursue his dreams of becoming a professional pickup artist. Jobless in Los Angeles for almost a year
and living on his limited amount of savings, he saw an opportunity to take a bootcamp with JT Tran,
who Jeff had been watching and following since college, and decided to invest in himself to bring his
game to another level regardless of the financial expenses he would incur as he knew it was well worth
it and didn’t want to hold back on his self development.
During bootcamp, Jeff was able to skillfully apply the ABCs of Attraction system while also going
beyond his comfort zone when interacting with stunningly beautiful women. His potential was noticed
by JT and shortly after, Jeff was asked to compete against other prospective coaches for a position at
the ABCs of Attraction. He out performed the other prospects and has now been a coach ever since
then. He was right to risk it all on the ABC’s of Attraction bootcamp as now, he has reached his dream
of becoming a professional dating coach.

He loves his job as a coach as it is his passion to help others who struggle with women as he
empathizes with their experiences. Regardless of his physical disadvantages of being a scrawny guy
standing at 5’8”, he is still able to consistently attract women who some may consider “out of his
league” and aims to be a source of inspiration for all men.
Jeff Khan is now a Certified Coach at the ABCs Of Attraction and the resident polyamorous
relationship and threesome expert.

